Mike Fincke confirming a series of lights that are on on the helmet camera mounted on the top of the Orlan spacesuits helmet for Yuri lon check off this wireless vision system helmet camera first used on a Russian space suit back in july during the space rocks by sergei volkov and a leg atronen yenko if all goes as planned we should see a helmet camera views from launch a coughs suit a short time from now as he will work on his various tasks or routing cables and other connectors for first the Langmuir probe and then the other
various experiments that will be mounted
to the hull of the Vezina service module
at you're facing the Sun already know
the Sun is to my back press on here now
mr. all right I'm in place at the backside air to himself
he put on your dumb your troubles and
then i'll give the cable to uri affirmative
yeah you don't know policy I am
proceeding to turkey handrails hold on
let me confirm to you sir gave patient
whose face rainwater look for probably
what we should do right now is this
mission you're going to be conveniently located to so once again at the five our 5-minute mark into the spacewalk Fink and launched a cough will begin to head back toward peers carrying with them the expose our European science experiment that they could not bring to activation a another experiment a Russian plasma experiment called impulse is up and running in good shape the crew was able to successfully install the langmuir electromagnetic environment probe that is gathering data up and running in good shape according to the Russian flight
controllers to measure the

electromagnetic environment around the

Russian segment of the International

Space Station you Michael yes